how to buy

CLASS PASS...
email our card sales team
classpass@nationalexpress.com

CLASS
PASS

find out live when your
bus is arriving

perfect for school trips

need to hire a bus?
we do private hire too!

up to
30 children & 6 adults
travel unlimited all day
for only £55

download our app
for android
& iPhone now
search ‘nxwm’
on google play
or the app store

Need to set up a more formal transport option for school
trips? Then talk to us about Private Hire.
We have a number options available with hire prices
starting from £195 per day.

for further info
visit hireourbus.com

nxclasspass.co.uk

expand their
horizons,
not your
budget
planning a school trip?

why choose CLASS PASS...
flexible all day bus travel, which works out
from just £1.53 per person

Heading out on a new adventure is always an
important and memorable part of growing up for
children.

(so if it rains, you can postpone until the sunshines!)

So whether you’re visiting the Sea Life Centre,
going swimming, exploring local architecture or
off to the woods on a nature walk, CLASS PASS
can make the escape more affordable.

just turn up to your local bus stop, hop on and go!
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With CLASS PASS, up to 30 children & 6 adults
can travel on any National Express West Midlands
and National Express Coventry bus all day long.
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no need to hire expensive coaches
no restrictions on when you travel
no set buses
unlimited travel for the day

how to use CLASS PASS...
CLASS PASS consists of three scratch cards, each allowing
10 children aged between 5 & 15 years and two adults to
travel all day – giving you more flexibility when travelling in
large groups and more chances to travel in smaller groups.
On the day of travel validate your CLASS PASS to the
correct day, month & year and use it whenever you need to
by showing it to the driver.

